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Abstract—Conceptual elevation of data in business process
modeling was first formulated in 2003. The research commu-
nity responded to this new idea enthusiastically. In the past
decade, there have been numerous research activities con-
cerning the interactions between business processes/activities
and data in many aspects of business process management.
Many of the advancements have or will have impacted on de-
sign/modeling, analysis, implementation of business processes
in practice. However, there is still a lack of techniques for
developing a suite of “interrelated” processes realizing a busi-
ness service. Interrelated processes are a cluster of processes
that share data and other resources, are collectively constrained
by regulations and policies, influence KPIs as a group. Many
current practical applications of business workflow systems are
in urgent need for tools and techniques for process clusters.
In this paper, we formulate a broad notion of an “Enterprise
Process Framework” (EPF) to address this need and outline
several interesting research challenges arising from EPFs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Business services contribute 60-80% of GNP to most
of worlds top economies [1]. A business service is
typically accomplished by a set of interrelated business
processes. Arising from enterprise software applications
less than 2 decades ago, service-oriented computing aims
to wrap functionalities provided by software systems into
software services that are easily interact-able via network
to help business processes. With research efforts by
the software and BPM communities and standards such
as WDSL, REST, BPEL, WS-CDL, etc. developed by
various organizations (W3C, OMG, OASIS, etc.) in the
past two decades, the bridge between software services
and (collaborative) business processes is relatively clear.
In this paper, we explore the relationships between
business services and business processes.

A business process is an assembly of tasks performed
by human participants or by computing and other devices
to accomplish a business objective typically within the
scope of a business service. The processes serving a
common business service must be interrelated by sharing
data. Collaborative processes share data during exe-
cution, but in general data sharing may happen after
completion of processes.

Earlier business process models focus mostly on ac-
tivities (or tasks or software services) and their control

flow. The exclusion of data in these models limits ap-
plicability. A fundamental advancement was made when
data was paid the same amount of attention as activities
and incorporated into process modeling [25][5]. The
inclusion of data immediately opened the door to a set
of interesting and challenging research problems relevant
to practice [11]. The ACSI project [2] and the CMMN
standard [23] are notable developments inspired by the
issues concerning data in processes. Currently issues
concerning both processes and data have been studied
in a wide range of topics including process mining (e.g.,
[12]), data management (e.g., [30]), and others.

Inclusion of both activities and data is very helpful
for BPM practitioners but merely a first step. Very often
many business services are accomplished by a group of
business processes instead of individual processes. For
example, obtaining a new Internet or wireless communi-
cation service subscription may include processes such
as order, shipping, installation scheduling, client site
installation, payment, cancellation, order modification,
etc. A government agency in a Chinese city provides
20-30 services for residents concerning real estate trans-
actions has about 500 business processes, each service
is accomplished by more than a dozen processes [45].

In this paper, we argue that “clusters” of interrelated
business processes collectively realizing business ser-
vices deserve technical investigations from many aspects.
Indeed, with data access modeled in processes, it is
feasible to study the relationships between processes via
the common data they access, e.g., a customer order
completes, and the customer later requests to cancel. We
illustrate with examples the need for considering pro-
cesses as clusters, formulate and discuss a new concept
of an “enterprise process framework” (EPF). We also
speculate a few research challenges concerning EPFs.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly
reviews data-centric business processes and a few rel-
evant developments. Section III provides examples to
demonstrate the need for concerning process clusters.
Section IV introduces the main notion of an EPF. Section
V enumerates a few technical challenges.



II. DATA-CENTRIC BUSINESS PROCESSES

In this section we provide a brief outline of research
and development activities concerning incorporation of
data into business process management (BPM) in the
recent decade. The discussions center around the main
ideas, the application and research problems, and the
technical development.

Data plays a critical role in essentially all workflow
applications. Clearly data with the associated semantics
is a fundamental piece in formulating workflow seman-
tics, defining what actually a workflow performs and
how its actions are related to the environment/context.
Consequently, recorded as data are progresses of indi-
vidual workflow executions (instances or enactments)
including execution status, resource usage and status, and
correlations with other workflow instances. Moreever,
executing a workflow (instance) would generates addi-
tional data for a variety of reasons such as monitoring for
performance or business concerns, auditing, compliance
checking, etc. Finally, even workflow schemas and con-
figurations for the environment can be viewed as data so
that they can be managed, queried, analyzed, extended
(or evolved) for better serving the application needs.

Not surprisingly, workflow models indeed emerged
that support a much tighter coupling of the data being
manipulated and the sequencing of activities that perform
those manipulations. An initial notion was originally
introduced as business artifact by Nigam and Caswell
[25] to capture the essential properties of key conceptual
objects which evolve as they move through a workflow.
There are two essential components in a specification
of a class of business artifacts (instances): (i) a data
schema (or information model) for holding information
about the artifacts as they move from creation, through
the workflow, and in usual cases, to archival storage, and
(ii) a lifecycle schema that describes how and when tasks
(or services) might be invoked on the artifacts as they
move through the workflow. A prototypical example of
a business artifact is the notion of “air courier package
delivery”, whose data schema can hold information about
a package including sender, receiver, the steps occurring
in transport, and the billing activity, and whose lifecycle
would specify the possible ways that the delivery ser-
vice might be carried out. Indeed, the typical package
tracking information provided by commercial delivery
services can be understood as providing a subset or
“view” of the data value associated with the delivery
artifact as it progresses through the courier’s workflow,
along with an abstracted view of the lifecycle, shown as
the likely steps leading to completion of the enactment.

A formal model for business artifacts was developed
in [5], where the data schema of a business artifact is
represented by a set of states and a set of typed attributes,

activities as semantic services with input, output, a pre-
condition, and conditional effects (IOPEs). Business (or
condition-action) rules are then used to assemble the ser-
vices together. Thus, a business process model consists
of business artifacts, services, and rules. This technical
framework treats both business informational perspective
(as manifested in business artifacts) and control flows (as
manifested by business services and rules) as equally
important. A 4-step data-centric business process design
methodology was then formulated [6] in which critical
business artifacts are first identified and along with
the key stages of their lifecycles, a business operations
model is then designed that includes both components of
the business artifacts and event-condition-action (ECA)
rules, in the last two steps the conceptual flow diagram
is designed and workflow realization is acquired for the
targeted business process.

The declarative feature in the technical modeling lan-
guage of [5][6] is desirable, however states for artifacts
are atomic and there is a mismatch between instanta-
neous state transitions in the formal model (adopted from
typical state machine formalisms) and actual business
processes in which state transitions are made while
activities are performed. Also, the ECA rules lean closer
to execution than specification. These weaknesses are
overcome in the Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM) model-
ing language [20][21][10]. A GSM process is modeled
in the form of artifacts, each of which has a data schema
with data attributes and state attributes, and a lifecycle.
A lifecycle is formulated based on guards, stages, and
milestones. A guard defines when a particular stage may
become active, a milestone defines when a stage is com-
pleted (e.g. a business goal is reached). A stage can be
atomic (containing a service to be executed) or composite
(contains other stages). A composite stage groups stages
that are executed in order to achieve a common goal
collectively. Although GSM semantics [10] is based on
ECA rules, the change from instantaneous state transition
to lasting stages to accomplish activities and other sub-
goals, and the incorporation of conditions into stage
activation and completion make GSM processes easier
to understand for business applications, a key reason
that GSM was the basis for a recent case management
standard CMMN [23].

The artifact-centric approach to business process has
spawned a very active research program in formal ver-
ification in the context of data and process considered
together [8][7]. This area is well motivated, because it
is often the case that process executions must satisfy
certain conditions derived from laws, governmental poli-
cies, institution policies, contextual requirements, etc.
To apply formal verification approaches, it is typical to
express these conditions in a temporal logic language.
The verification problem is to check if the temporal



properties are satisfied by every process execution. When
a business process schema (model) does not include data
explicitly, a usual choice of the language for properties is
propositional linear temporal logic (PLTL). In this case,
checking if every execution of a business process schema
would satisfy a given PLTL property can be done by,
e.g., model checking. When data is modeled explicitly
in the business process schemas, first-order (FO) LTL
language and µ-calculus have been used for specifying
properties of process execution. There are two issues,
one concerns the modeling of data and the other concerns
complexity of the verification problem. In some studies
the data in a single artifact instance has been modeled
as a set of scalar attributes and possibly with ordered
domains and even with arithmetic operations [14][9],
alternatively, [3] permits artifacts whose attributes hold
entire relational databases. Both approaches provide in-
sight into the impact of structured data on verification. In
general, checking if every possible execution allowed by
a business process will satisfy a given FO-LTL property
is undecidable. The research has discovered restrictions
on artifact-centric business process models that yield
decidable verification of temporal properties.

For a variety of reasons such as changes of business
policies, operational routines, and the environment, busi-
ness processes often need to be changed or restructured
[19]. Declarative process specifications make changes
easier, but are far from solving problem of change or
evolution. A common feature of declarative languages is
that a specification is often composed from individual
elements; changes of elements or composition rules
appear to be easy. However, a fundamental difficulty
is whether the changes can be “pushed down” to the
implementation level consisting of data accesses. The
study reported in [45] developed a novel mechanism
for translating process changes to data access changes
in order to handle ad hoc and just-in-time changes at
runtime. Specifically, Runtime execution variations are
specified as execution modification rules consists of
constructs retract, skip, add, and replace. The change
rules are applied to execution at runtime to achieve the
desired changes while maintaining consistency of data
and execution.

An important point learned from the above de-
scribed study on dynamic changes is that data man-
agement during process execution must be systemati-
cally planned, as opposed to accessing data typically
in enterprise databases at will. Indeed, Jointfounder
Info. Tech. Inc. (http://www.hzzfxx.com/) ran into
a roadblock when attempting to develop a Business-
Process-as-a-Service (BPaaS) framework as a cost saving
mechanism for its numerous clients that are government
agencies for housing management [31]. At the core of
the technical challenge is how to manage data for the

clients consistently while cleanly separating data from
different clients during process execution.

To clearly understand the issues in managing data
accesses during process execution, it is helpful to know
the types of data usually present in a process manage-
ment system. References [29][32] defined five classes
of data involved during an execution of a business
process: (1) specification of process models that serve as
road maps for execution, (2) business data (e.g., about
the applicant, shopping cart, total cost), (3) execution
status (e.g., the initial review is completed and an
auxiliary background check process instance is initiated),
(4) correlation relations of the current instance and its
collaborative instances, and (5) resource information and
status (e.g., credit report request is made but the report
has not arrived).

Along the data dimension, business process modeling
languages can also be placed into five levels [29][32]:
(A) Data agnostic models essentially ignore all data
other than class 1 but focus on activities possibly with
arrangement of activities with execution status partially
available and implicit through the execution semantics
(examples include Petri nets, workflow nets, UML activ-
ity diagrams, and BPMN). (B) Data aware models use
variables to hold a small subset of business data (class
2) and are capable of specifying detailed control flow
logic for processes (e.g., BPEL and YAWL [36]). (C)
Storage aware models also include the concept of per-
sistent data stores and modeling of enterprise data (e.g.,
jBPM, UML with both class and activity diagrams). (D)
Artifact-centric models include conceptual data model-
ing for each process, which is a clear improvement.
Both data/storage aware and artifact-centric models lack
the support for mappings between persistent data in the
enterprise database and process data are defined through
e.g., SQL expressions (jBPM) or Java Hibernate. (E)
Semantic process models supports the modeling of not
only data of all five classes and provides the ability to
specify mappings between all data in business processes
and the enterprise database [30].

A closer examination of data management especially
data modeling, storage, accesses, and control functions in
process/workflow management systems reveals that the
popular “textbook” software architecture (as presented in
[37][42]) lacks essential functions of sound data manage-
ment and is thus seriously flawed [29]. A key observation
made in [29] is the over-simplified method of using a
persistent database system inside the process/workflow
management system for some data in the five classes and
accessing/updating typically business data and also data
in the five classes in the enterprise database system out-
side the process/workflow management system. (While
the union of the inside and outside data covers all data
needed for process execution, they are not necessarily



disjoint.) This distributed placement of data is the main
obstacle to a sound BPaaS framework and a cause to
many difficult problems in BPM [29].

A solution was developed based on a universal arti-
fact that captures all necessary data for execution and
allows a process/workflow engine to manage execution
without the need to access data outside of the universal
artifact [34][31][32]. With universal artifacts, a revised
process/workflow management system does not need to
maintain persistent data internally [29][32]. An interest-
ing framework and prototype named SeGA was devel-
oped in [34][31] (also [32]). SeGA can wrap an existing
process/workflow engine into “stateless” service provider
and serve as a broker between the process/workflow
engine and the environment. The work gives an evidence
that process/workflow management systems with or even
without artifact-centric models can be lifted to systems
that support semantic process models.

SeGA requires a universal artifact repository so that
the dispatcher can fetch universal artifacts. In general, an
enterprise stores the data in one or more persistent data
stores (e.g., relational databases). A general approach of
data mappings can bridge the relationships between arti-
facts and databases [30]. These mappings allow updates
to be propagated between artifact instances the database
(in both directions) [30]. The SeGA framework signif-
icantly improves the support for collaborative business
processes (execution and management) and makes it easy
to turn BPM systems to operate in the BPaaS fashion.
Recently, Jointfounder Inc. successfully implemented a
BPaaS prototype system based on the SeGA framework
to provide for their clients.

In summary, the research community has investigated
a range of problems concerning artifact-centric business
processes for more than a decade and made a significant
progress.

III. CHALLENGES FROM APPLICATIONS

In this section we argue that existing results and
techniques concerning data-centric business processes
are insufficient to address application difficulties. In fact,
“insufficiency” here means that the existing formulations
of the problems studied in the literature are too weak to
define some of the application difficulties. We illustrate
the difficulties using examples that are abstracted from
the real life examples.
Example 1: Purchase, tax refund, and return

A tourist named Sandy from the US purchased a dress
from MaxCo Sydney in a recent trip to Australia. Before
boarding the return flight Sandy applied and successfully
got a tax refund at the Sydney airport for the purchase.
Upon arriving home, Sandy found that the dress was not
in the right size. She then asked her friend Jaimie who

lives in Sydney to help for an exchange for the right
size. But the attempt failed since the dress of the size
was sold out. Jaimie consequently asked for a return and
refund. When Sandy eventually received the refund from
the MaxCo, to her surprise, she got a full refund instead
of the amount she paid minus the tax refund she already
received.
Example 2: Purchase, tax refund, and again

Zack was born and grew up in Sydney, Australia. He
now attends a college in Huddersfield, UK. During a
summer break he bought his first iPhone—an iPhone 6
—from an Apple store in Sydney. Since he lives and
will use it overseas, Zack requested and got a tax refund
at the Sydney airport. After getting back to his college,
Zack found that the screen size is less ideal for his daily
use for email and note-taking. So on the next trip back
to Sydney, he went to the Apple store and exchanged his
iPhone 6 for an iPhone 6 Plus and paid the exact price
difference between the two phones. Before heading back
to college, Zack again got another tax refund for the full
price of an iPhone 6 Plus instead of the refund for the
price difference. After he got back, he decided to donate
the extra refund to a local charity.

In Examples 1 and 2, two independent business pro-
cesses are involved, namely purchase and tax return.
The laws and regulations expect the two processes run
independently in a sequential order and on the same
purchase(s) made. There are no issues when they are
carried out in the expected manner. When the expected
conditions are not met, inconsistency could occur as
illustrated in the two examples. An interesting obser-
vation is that if we examine processes (and their mod-
els) individually in isolation, each of them is (almost)
perfectly compliant and meets the business goals, and
their instances should run correctly according to their
models. Inconsistency problems could only be found
when two processes (models) are inspected jointly. In
these scenarios, the processes belong to two different
organizations and are typically not going to be verified
together. Nevertheless, this presents a challenge.

There are application examples similar to the scenarios
in Examples 1 and 2, i.e., individually “correct” pro-
cesses belonging to different organizations will not be
compliant when executing together. A keynote speaker
with travel expenses covered by a conference would also
seek reimbursement in her own university; a subscrip-
tion (process) followed by a cancellation (process) but
somehow the cancellation didn’t update the appropriate
data record and the customer got a surprise invoice. Of
course there are procedures one can develop to guard
against such inconsistencies, e.g., government approved
receipts in China. Our concern here is how to find such
inconsistency potentials that we call anomalies.



Example 3: Degree program change
A new degree program Digital Business is offered in

2017 that replaces the old program eBusiness. Students
in the existing eBusiness degree has offered the option to
either stay with the old eBusiness or graduate with the
new Digital Business degree. The differences between
the old and new degrees are in the core units in second
and third year of study. A third year student Wendy
decides to switch to the new degree program. So she
needs to take a core third year unit that requires a second
year unit as a prerequisite which she has not completed.
The university later recognizes the issue and change the
prerequisite rule so that one of her second unit can be
used as a prerequisite for the third year core unit in the
new degree program.

In the above example, the degree process and unit
process are independently developed. When a degree
process changes, it may affect other processes includ-
ing unit process. By establishing dependencies between
these processes, we would be able to identify the change
impact on other processes caused by one process change.

More generally, there are demands from application
development to consider a group of processes as a whole
in the design and development. Company J sells software
to housing management agencies to help managing ap-
proval processes related to real estate related licensing,
titles, permits, etc. J does very well and attracted many
potential new clients. However, J is facing an enormous
pressure to serve its new clients. A major reason is that
for each new client (an HMA), software engineers must
devote a lot of time to modify and adapt the current
software to the local environment of the city: local laws
and regulations, data management within the agency as
well as other agencies in the city. As another example,
vendor H provides software for tele-communication ser-
vice providers with many of the providers are actually in
the same franchise. Again, there is a challenge to deliver
the software to a new client almost every time. One
aspect of the re-design and re-development in J and H
involves moving fragments from processes to processes.

A challenge arising from the discussions of processes
in applications is how to formulate technical models so
that techniques can be developed and lead to solutions
to application problems.

IV. ENTERPRISE PROCESS FRAMEWORKS

In this section we introduce the concept of an “enter-
prise process framework” (or EPF) consisting of a set of
processes that collectively accomplish a business service.
We also discuss briefly advantages of EPFs, differences
between EPFs and existing concepts including collabo-
rative business processes, and some known techniques
that are relavent to EPFs.

In many business applications, a business service is
often a single product provided to the user, and the
service is often composed of several steps, each of which
is a business process.
Example 4: Subscription of Internet service

Consider an example of ordering an Internet ser-
vice. The service includes processes such as ordering
by the user, scheduling of installation, delivery and
installation, billing, payment processing, and additional
processes such as customer service, cancellation, etc.
The collection of processes constitutes the service, i.e.,
only when a “reasonable” set of processes finish, the
service completes. Here a reasonable set could include
a payment (process), or a cancellation, or contain three
processes: a payment, a cancellation, and a refund. In
present practice, the concept of a service such as the
above reasonable sets is often partially represented in
process models, and partially in documentation. The
ability to precisely specify such a concept is desirable
for business services.

Conceptually, an enterprise process framework (EPF )
for a business service consists of the following basic or
core elements:
• A data model and a model for resources needed for

the business service. The data model should capture
all data needed for processes including business
data, status of processes or services, resource uses,
correlations between process instances.

• A set of processes and systems. The processes are
an implementation or realization of the business
service and the systems may include database sys-
tems (managed inside and outside the EPF), and
other systems the service will need, e.g., sensing
devices, payment machines in Example 4. (Note that
effects on data are more relevant than behaviors of
processes.)

• A set of relationships between processes and sys-
tems especially with respect to data. For example,
the cancellation process updates the order status and
the invoice process must read the latest order status
so that all actions by the user will be incorporated
and reflected in the invoice.

• A set of key performance indicators (KPIs) and/or
quality of service (QoS) metrics for the business
service.

In addition, an EPF may also include other related
elements: Specification of administrative domains may
make cross-organizational information transfers explicit,
aggregation mechanisms to allow more complex busi-
ness services constructed hierarchically.

The main objective of EPFs is not that different from
that of service composition or process modeling that has
been studied variously in the services computing and



BPM fields. However, the earlier work focused mostly on
runtime executions, and most of them paid little attention
on modeling data and data accesses. Not surprisingly, the
examples discussed earlier suggest that data provide key
links (dependencies) between processes (instances).

An EPF provides a technical means to model business
services. It not only allows a technical specification
of services, but also brings possibility of algorithms
and tools to help service design. For example, for the
Internet service in Example 4, if the data relationships
between cancellation, payment, invoice processes are
present, it is possible to detect whether there are potential
scenarios where a payment is never made but a refund is
given; if process models are also available more detailed
verification can be performed to ensure the intended
semantics for the service is faithfully implemented by
the processes.

Another advantage of EPFs is that KPIs can be formu-
lated over a set of process at design time to reflect ser-
vices more accurately. For the Internet service example, a
salesperson may recruit many clients for subscriptions. A
simple count of service orders only indicates the efforts
by the salesperson, since many clients may cancel their
subscriptions before installation. Modeled as an EPF, a
KPI could be formulated over ordering, payment, and
refund processes to better reflect the actual contributions
by a saleperson.

In many cases government policies and regulations
often applies to a group of processes. The tax refund
in Examples 1 and 2 in Section III should only be used
for goods purchased in the country and at most once
for each eligible item. When an item that received prior
tax refund is returned, or exchanged for another item,
the completed refund should be taken into consideration.
(Regulations such as these are complicated and hard to
enforce since it involves multiple organizations.)

In services provided by a government, there are often
opportunities for fraudulent uses and loopholes. The
current strategy dealing with such issues is rather ad hoc,
and passive, i.e., once misuse cases are found, measures
are then taken to “patch” the hopes. Having the ability to
group relevant process into an EPF, it is possible, at least
theoretically, to analyze the EPF concerning potential
abuses with formal verification techniques.

In general service compositions may be designed with
intended business goals, or assembled arbitrarily often
by a third party possibly with an intension for abuse. In
either cases, EPFs provides a basis for developing algo-
rithms, techniques, and tools to ensure desired design or
to detect abuse anomalies.

Collaborative business processes have been a research
focus in BPM study [22]. EPFs and collaborative pro-
cesses are different but complementary. Research on
collaborative processes focuses on runtime coordination

and messaging aspects, usually with known participants.
Existing specification languages such BPEL (for orches-
tration) and WS-CDL (for choreography) all require
participants, at least their roles, to be defined in the
collaboration, and behaviors of each participant (at least
the messaging actions) are typically explicitly specified.
An EPF, on the other hand, emphasizes on more general
interactions especially via data in addition to runtime
interactions. An EPF may focus less on behavior inter-
actions and messaging.

Consider again the subscription service in Example 4.
In an extreme, it is possible to design a single process
model for the service. Such a crude approach suffers
from several weaknesses. One is the added complexity
of design, analysis (e.g., verification), validation, and
changes since all activities are bundled into a single
model. Also, it is also unclear when the process ends
since the provider has no pior hints on whether a can-
cellation would come from a client. Finally, for scenarios
in at least Examples 1-2, it may not even be possible to
have a single process. EPFs easily avoid such problems.

Case handling is a new paradigm for supporting
flexible and knowledge intensive business processes [13].
Case handling treats data as the typical product of
processes and focuses on what can be done but not only
what should be done from control flow perspective. In
other words, case handling prefers assisting rather than
guiding in doing so. However, compared to EPFs, case
handling deals with each process instance or case sep-
arately and it assumes that one process instance should
be independent with others. Generally, case handling
does not take into consideration relationships between
processes and nor beyond a single process.

EPFs naturally extend process models and collabora-
tive process models. Technical specification languages
for EPFs therefore might be obtained by augmenting
choreography languages with needed features. In the
following, we describe a couple of developments that can
serve as the basis for technical specifications of EPFs.

There are two approaches to business process inter-
operation. In the orchestrated approach, a designated
“mediator” communicates and coordinates with all par-
ticipating business processes. This approach is widely
used in practice (e.g. via BPEL) but it loses autonomy
of participating processes and does not scale well. The
choreography approach specifies global behaviors (e.g.
in WS-CDL) among participating processes but other-
wise leaves the processes to operate autonomously and
communicate in the peer-to-peer fashion. Reference [33]
presents a choreography language with two distinct fea-
tures relevant to EPF specification: (1) Each participant
has a tree-structured data model (representing the data to
be accessed by the participant) with a selected sub-part
of the data model visible to choreography specification.
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Fig. 1. A Correlation Graph with Four Processes

(2) Correlations between participants and instances are
explicitly specified along with cardinality constraints
on correlated instances in a correlation graph. Fig. 1
shows a correlation graph where rectangles represent
processes (Order, Payment, Purchase, and Fulfillment)
edges represent correlations between processes with the
cardinalities on each edge indicating that at runtime a
number of instances of one process will be correlated
to a number of instances of the other. For example, an
Order instance may be correlated to multiple Purchase
instances, but only one Payment instance. The direction
of an edge represents that at runtime, instances will be
explicitly created by a correlated instance.

The language developed in [33] is for choreography
specifications and thus only focuses on runtime interac-
tions. It could nevertheless serve as a basis for further
development for EPF specifications. Data modeling is
essential for EPF specifications. There may be multiple
conceptual data models to deal with in an EPF: a data
model for each process, the global data model for the
EPF, and possibly one or more data models in the persis-
tent database system in the enterprise. These data models
are closely related but yet different. It is necessary to
define the logical relationships between them clearly.

[30] developed an approach to modeling data for busi-
ness processes: representing data used by a process as a
hierarchically structured business entity with keys, local
keys, and update constraints, and a set of data mapping
rules defining exact correspondence between entity data
values and values in the enterprise database. Their data
mapping language is based on path expressions, and
schema mapping languages [16]. The study in [30] also
includes “updatability” (translating data updates by a
process to updates on the database, and vice versa) and
“isolation” (updates by one process execution not alter-
ing data used by another running process). Properties
such as these are quite useful for the study on EPFs.

V. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

From the discussions in the previous sections, there is
a clear need to model or technically specify a process
framework so that both runtime and offline inter-process
interactions can be captured and analysis to help address
a range of application problems. In this section we
discuss several research challenges concerning EPFs.

Modeling EPFs
An immediate research problem is to develop lan-

guages to specify EPFs. Given a wealth of existing
modeling techniques for data, data mappings, processes,
and (entity) relationships, a key challenge is to select
modeling constructs from these different aspects and
tailor them to EPFs and application problems. One in-
teresting technical issue concerns precise formulation of
KPIs for EPFs, which depends on the modeling choices
for data, processes, and relationships.

Choreography languages only focus on runtime in-
teractions between processes, but provide a basis for
modeling more general relationships between processes.
Causality such as an instance of one process spawns
one or more instances of another is interesting [33], and
more general occurrence-based relationships such as the
constraints permitted by DecSerFlow [38] are relevant
for runtime relationships. Concerning data dependencies,
it is obvious to consider “read-from” relationships which
would specify that one process must read the data written
by another. One could also consider relationships that are
conditional depending on data contents. When multiple
instances are involved, it seems necessary to develop
aggregate constructs so that one process instance may
read from all instances of another process. We are
currently developing a language to specify relationships
between processes [28].

In applications, there is often a need to split a process,
e.g., for out-sourcing [15]. Such split operations or more
general projections are more frequently seen for business
services. It would be desirable to develop algebras to
perform projections, and perhaps joins for EPFs.
Anomaly detection and incident mining

From Examples 1 and 2 in Section III, it is apparent
that anomalies are one of the focus of study. There are
two technical aspects: detecting anomalies from EPF
specifications, and mining undesirable incidents. Con-
cerning detection a possible approach is to decompose
the detection problem into individual processes and de-
velop efficient techniques for “gluing” together processes
and partial detection results. Concerning incident mining,
based on well-known process mining techniques there
could be at least two scenarios for incident analysis, i.e.,
incident mining (i.e., given logs of executed business
processes, what EPF could be discovered?) and confor-
mance checking (i.e., given logs of executed business
processes and an EPF, what derivation could be found
and what is the degree of the conformance between
them?).

For the first scenario, compared to traditional process
discovery, the following new challenges involving EPF
should be considered carefully.
• What process logs should be taken into considera-

tion? Are the given process logs complete enough



to discover process clusters for incident mining?
• How are the process instances from different pro-

cess logs correlated together for mining with the
help of business data being accessed? Furthermore,
which kinds of pre-processing should be issued?

• Provided with the accessed data, which kinds of
mining algorithms could be applied, adapted, or
designed for discovering process clusters as well
as the relationships between them?

• From the mining result, how could we evaluate the
effectiveness and efficiency of the mining algorithm
for EPF towards incident mining?

• How could the mining result be used to provide
insights into the current running status of process
clusters or even help analysts make decisions?

Although there are many process mining algorithms
and even a few cross-organizational process mining
algorithms, existing algorithms mainly focus on control
flow perspective, seldom consider accessed data, and
never take process clusters into consideration.

For the second scenario, all kinds of quantitative met-
rics for the conformance between process logs and EPFs
need be developed as well as the evaluation framework
for their effectiveness and efficiency.

For both scenarios, how could cloud computing, big
data, artificial intelligence (especially machine learning
and deep learning) techniques be effectively utilized
remains an open problem.
Optimization and (semi)-automation

From the discussions in the previous section, an EPF is
an improved representation and in fact, fairly completely
most aspects of a business service. This brings the
opportunity for the study of optimization issues concern-
ing resources for business services or EPFs. Consider
the subscription service in Example 4, From a single
instance (i.e., one client orders a subscription), it may be
cheaper (e.g., less human performer’s time) to combine
the payment process into the order process, as opposed
to having a separate process. Similarly, a fragment of the
packaging process (tools and parts for a new installation)
could be combined with the shipping process (for a new
router).

Database query evaluation is based on a “re-formu-
lation” framework based on the evaluation cost. For
example, the parser translates an SQL query from the
user into a tree-representation of a relational algebraic
expression, the optimizer then searches through (tree of)
equivalent algebraic expressions, and selects one with the
least cost to execute. One can imagine that an optimizer
for EPFs could employ the same approach:

EPF + recourse cost model ⇒ optimized EPF
Finally, resource optimization must take into consider-

ation of serving multiple service requests (i.e., multiple

instances). This is because often instances are competing
for resources. Simple strategies such as “FIFO queues”
may be appropriate for some resources, while modifi-
cation of an existing EPF may achieve more desirable
KPIs while keeping resource consumption low. In BPM
research, optimization with such competing instances has
not been extensively looked at. For a starting point of
exposition, the scheduling algorithms presented in [27]
[41] tackle batched executions, the process model used
in [18] may provide hints for non-batched cases.
Process change impact analysis and propagation

As illustrated in Example 3, the changes made in
the degree process may affect other processes such as
the unit program. Various work have been done in
business process change management, most of them
focused on managing changes in a single process or
service [40][26], between processes [17][43][24] or be-
tween services [35][4], and analyzing change impacts
between services and processes [39][44]. Verification
techniques are also provided in these works in terms
of consistency and compatibility. However all existing
works deals with technical services/processes, which
means there are explicit message/activity dependencies
defined among them. In an EPF, we are dealing with a
cluster of processes that are independently administered
to support common a business service. In the setting of
EPFs, within a business service, several processes are
related not in terms of messages or having overlapping
activities, and most of time they have nothing to do with
each other like purchase and tax return two processes in
Examples 1 and 2. Instead they become relevant to each
other when changes happen in some processes. Some of
the challenges are: how we shall specify these process
relevance, and how to detect and evaluate the impact.
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